"We purchased our Techno CNC machine over other brands because of Techno’s superior quality. Our machine has enabled us to increase our production by working on more than one project at a time. It has helped increase our scope of work. Within three days our machine was up and running, which allowed the Interface to do its job, servicing all my needs!"

Company: Foam Pack
Contact: Harvey Goodstein
Location: Springfield, NJ
Market: Fabricated Styrene Foam
Shop size: 4,500 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 2004
Model: RG Series 5996 w/20” Gantry Clearance

"In researching CNC routers, we chose Techno’s model 5996 RG Series machine because it possessed the highest quality and ease of use at the lowest price. The machine has increased production dramatically without increasing our staff, thus making us more profitable. The machine has given us the ability to do jobs that were not achievable in the past. This was the best investment for our company. We now have grown the business so much that the machine is running all day. We have decided to add another Techno in the coming months."

Company: CNC Carpentry
Contact: Rick Vesely
Location: Bermuda
Market: Custom Millwork
Shop size: 2,500 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 1999
Model: RG Series 5996

"We purchased the machine because we needed to streamline our production. The purchase of the Techno Premium Class machine has opened up new avenues of business and has reduced our labor costs considerably. We use MasterCam software and we seem to learn something new every day on how we can manufacture our product easier."

Company: Benson Woodworking
Contact: Tom Benson
Location: Hauppauge, NY
Market: Custom Millwork
Shop size: 5,000 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 2000
Model: Premium Class 5996